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Kids can learn a lot from the game of basketball, especially with 
the right instructors and role models guiding them. That’s why 
the husband-and-wife team of Craig and JoAnna Wiginton made it 
their mission to challenge students in the Oklahoma City area to 
be better athletes and people.

PROJECT PROFILE:
Solid Rock Basketball in Oklahoma City 
Choosing the right sports floor for a facility training athletes to be better people.

What we hear back from 

the high-level players is 

how much better it  

feels underfoot.

- Jeff Boyd, Beckett Bros.

The Wigintons were raised on the game of basketball and each played at the college level. 

Both went on to have successful coaching careers and later blended sports with ministry. 

They wanted to take their passions and convictions to the next level with Solid Rock 

Basketball. Their dream was to build an elite, yet all-inclusive basketball training facility 

to teach the fundamentals of the game to those as young as kindergarten and those as 

experienced as top high school athletes.

Finding the Right Floor

A first-class facility needs a high-quality hardwood maple sports floor to go with it. To help 

them make the right choice, the Wigintons called on Jeff Boyd, owner of Beckett Bros. 

Wood Floor Systems and a long-time family friend. Boyd started by identifying  

what was needed in a sports floor system for a new building that would host  

tournaments year-round.

“We worked through the attributes of each option, including the grade of maple, what  

kind of substructures we wanted, and what the environment of the room would be,”  

Boyd explains.

He adds that shock absorption was one of the most important criteria considered for 

Solid Rock’s basketball courts, which is one reason why the floating resilient system, 

Action Thrust I, with ¾", dual stage, natural rubber pads was ultimately chosen.



“They really loved the feel of that ¾" pad from Action Floors, especially for a heavy-use 

environment,” Boyd says. “We wanted something that would hold up well yet allow for a 

good amount of airflow underneath.”

Beckett Bros. regularly installs the Action Thrust system for high school gymnasiums 

and higher levels of competitive play. Boyd says experienced athletes always notice a 

difference.

“What we hear back from the high-level players is how much better it feels underfoot and 

how much more comfortable it is to play on,” he says.

While the young basketballers at Solid Rock may not notice the quality of the floor, Boyd 

says what’s good for the pros is good for student athletes as well.

Beckett Bros.’ Buzzer Beater

The Solid Rock Basketball project involved approximately 24,000 square feet of flooring 

with four full-sized basketball courts featuring 2nd grade maple and 16 total hoops. Boyd 

says all of this had to be completed within a tighter-than-expected schedule.

“What you don’t know is how the weather will affect construction of a new building. 

When it’s the 11th hour and it’s time to install the courts, how much time is left?”

The court installation took place while other trades completed work such as dry walling, 

creating challenges because of extra foot traffic and debris blowing around during the 

floor finishing process. Beckett Bros. typically schedules extra time to provide some 

flexibility. In this case, they also doubled the size of the crew to ensure they hit the 

deadline.

“Because of the timeframe, we did end up being under the gun to get it done,” he says. In 

the end, the team from Beckett Bros. came through in the clutch, and the Wigintons loved 

the finished product. 

“I have literally had a dream of being involved in a basketball facility like Solid Rock for 

years,” JoAnna says. “The way that Solid Rock Basketball has come together is nothing 

short of amazing.”

Jeff Boyd understands this facility has a purpose beyond basketball, which is why Beckett 

Bros. became a sponsor of Solid Rock Basketball’s programs.

“The beauty of what they have in that facility transcends the basketball floor,” he says. “It’s 

about life, building character, and instilling things in kids that they may not be getting at 

home. That’s why we love being part of it and why our name is on the floor. At the end of 

the day, it impacts lives.”

Solid Rock Basketball gets a  
visit from the OKC Thunder
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“Coach Jo” works with young athletes

The way that Solid Rock 

Basketball has come together 

is nothing short of amazing.

- JoAnna Wiginton, Founder 


